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Reprinted from KETCHUM TOMORROW, Ketchum, Idaho, November 9; 1972.- I,

Shall We Face .Realities?
It will be interesting to hear the various

analyses that will be made during the coming
weeks on why the American voters 'cast their
ballots so overwhelmingly for Nixon's re-
election. Nixon and McGover\l are two very
different people both in personality and in
philosophy. In addition/ however, each voter
wrapped the candidates in a special 'character'
image' which reflected that voter's concerns
and his views of the' issues, ,
There were many issues that, arose during

. the campaign: the war, the economy, law and
order, civil rights, the candidates' credibility
.and the candidates' supporters, etc. But on
what issues or combination of issues did this
landslide develop its momentum?
How important were the issues relating to

environment in the minds of the voters on
this election day? What does the landslide say 7'

about the mood of, the people on environ-
mental issues?Were these major issues in that
mixture of influences that touched the voters?
•Did the voters support Nixon because he vir-
:'tually ignor.ed the recommendation of 'his
"' commission on Population Growth and the
- Future of America (excepting to reject its
recommendations about abortion)? Did the'
strong vote for Nixon say that the American
public is rejecting the many warnings about

the population explosion, is rejecting a goal of
stabilizing the population, is rejecting the task
of reevaluating the "growth ethic" which has
been such a strong part of the American
thought? ~
Did- the voters' support Nixon because of

his interest in commercial and corporate
development, in larger GNPs,in consumption,
in materialism? Did the strong vote for Nixon
say that the American public 'is rejecting any
real re-ordering of personal and national
priorities to use less of the non-renewable
- resources of the world, to conserve, to re-
cycle, to live a simpler, less consumptive life
so that there might be something left for the
.generation of Americans who may be celebra-
ting (260 years from now) the nation's 400th
birthday? . '. . .
Four years of ignoring, population growth

andsupporting consumptive growth right now
will simply multiply the severity.. of the
problems to be corrected four years ahead. It
is tempting to say "so what the hell; I'll just
get mine." But Human Beings aren't really
made that way. Some develop the wry sense
of humor, the keen Perception, the sinuey
character and the honesty that become the
basis of resolve to face realities and to relate
them to their ideals. "

Reprinted from The CASPER STAR-TRIBUNE, November 13, 1'972.

An Uncomfortable'
, '

Truth
,-"

c It is,-getting to. be, old .,hat to observe that'
the oceans of the world are 'increasingly
polluted. Mention this in any reasonably'well
informed gathering, and someone is sure to
recall Thor Heyerdahl's tale about encounter-
ing 'acres of petroleum' blobs and other
contaminants in the middle of the Atlantic.
After a suitable show of concern and a few
muttered "how awfuls!" the' conversation
tends to' veer away to pleasanter and more
zestful topics, '.
, However natural this attitude may be, it
begs a question of momentous importance 'to
mankind. If that seems a' bit excessive, con-
sider: the oceans wash the shores of every
continent; and industrial waste from every
nation ultimately finds its way into those
waters, No continent, no nation can liang

, remain immune from the cumulative harmful
effects of such pollution.
A restatement of the point came the other

day from rather an unexpected source, a West
German space scientist addressing the Inter-
national Astronautical Congress in Vienna.
Prof. Heinz Kaminski, director of the Stern-
warte Space Research Institute in Bochum,
told his colleagues that pollution of the
North Sea, the English Channel and the Baltic
"has reached an intolerable degree."
Kaminski made' it emphatically clear that

he does not regard oceanic pollution as merely
a distasteful or moderately harmful nuisance,
but as a gravethreat to society. Declaring that
"the present level of industrial waste in the
seas is frightening," he added: "The ·once
plentiful resources of the sea are not only in
danger from industrial and domestic waste,
but their whole existence is in question,"
"To clinch it, this scientist wound up a de.

tailed presentation' with this stern assessment
of What confronts humanity:. "The question
is not the problem of getting rid of 'the pollu-
tion, it isa question of the existence of life
on this planet." ,
Let anyone who feels that is an exaggeration

shrug ito'(;iff'ir'.he',will.'Ourconclusion, 'based

not alone on this exhortation but also on
many other warnings from scientists and con-
servationists in recent years, is that Kaminski
Is' uncomfortably close to the truth of the
matter.
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: Our editor says ~ ,by Tom~el/
t It's a shame! Federal statutes - the law of said: Noting that many' out-of-state residents

t the land - have been callously broken. 'The write him complaining about, "the mean,
eagles were shot from 'Wyoming's skies and " miserable people of -this state who do nott lay dead for months before the public even respect wildlife," Hathaway described many of
knew. But it has now been 15 months since the letter writers as "hypocrites."
the facts were revealed, And the central figure It might lift the onus off some of us '.'mean,
'in the whole matter, Herman Werner, jokingly miserable people" if the hypocrites in our'
. (and smugly) walks the streets of Casper un- ranks took more action and spouted fewer.
prosecuted and unruffled by the whole matter. platitudes. '
I repeat, as I did last March, when will Just when do we get action on the eagle

justice .be served? When is Herman Werner killings from the foremost proponents of law
even to have a trial date sef? . and order?
At the present' moment, even that formality. Readers of High Countly News might spur

is not being observed, The reason being given some action by writing Attorney General
is that Werner's la.lVYeris iiL I wonder if I had Richard, Kleindeinst, Department of Justice,
been charged sirnilarly.If I could have escaped Washington,- D. C. 20530 and requesting an
justice for so long by the simple expedient of early hearing on the case of Herman Werner.
retaining a sick lawyer. ' Copies of your letter could go to your
It seems' to me that if dilly-dallying by ." respective Congressmen.

s(l)ick .lawyers continues much -longer, the
SO-year old rancher may soon be able to
plead senility. Such a heart-rending hardship
case could hardly be expected to have justice'
meted out then.
Arid our conservative, law-and-order Gover,

nor should not be held faultless. Had federal .
violations occurred in the case .of some long-
haired pot-smoker, which brought reams of
national publicity, you' may be sure he would
have publicly demanded a trial forthwith.
Just recently" the Casper Star-Tribune,

in .reporting.Govemor Hathaway's appearance
before.the'Wyoming Farm BiU'eimFederation,


